
 
 

Forward-Thinking Architecture meets Metal Solutions: Móz Designs Adds Texture and Dimension to 
Three New Hotels 

Hyatt Centric in Mountain View,  Marriott Marquis in San Francisco and the Carte hotel in San Diego 
showcase Móz unique hospitality solutions 

 
Showcasing their ability to transform any hospitality setting into a welcoming modern space, Móz 
Designs’ metal solutions were used across three recently launched hotels in California. For the Hyatt 
Centric located in Mountain View, designed by HBA Santa Monica, Móz provided copper colored 
perforated metal sheets with a custom pattern created from a photograph of Hetch Hetchy–a 
water-reservoir within Yosemite national park. The result is a stunning, copper backdrop, fully backlit and 
featuring custom perforations arranged to subtly depict an image of Yosemite, providing the ideal rugged 
counterpart to the lobby’s minimalist, geometric wallpaper. The Hyatt Centric Mountain View was built to 
LEED Silver standards, with an emphasis on sustainable land use, resource conservation and waste 
minimization. This is in line with a company focus on sustainability at Móz, where all metals are sources 
domestically, and manufactured in their 100% solar-powered factory in Oakland, CA.  

 
Image of the Hyatt Centric Mountain View. © Christine Gatti/2019 Dragonfly Image Partners 

https://www.hba.com/


 
 
 
For the Carte Hotel in San Diego, 
designed by The Manchette Studio, Móz 
created laser cut metal room dividers 
and decorative wall art. The dividers 
show a geometric pattern that creates 
playfulness while allowing the abundant 
natural light to disperse throughout the 
space. With furniture elements adding 
pops of color to the space, Móz room 
dividers, partition screens and wall art 
set a timeless, bright, and welcoming 
tone. 
 

     Detail of a Móz room divider at the Carte Hotel. © 2019 Andy McRory 

 

 
Lobby and Lounge at the Carte Hotel.  © 2019 Andy McRory 

 

Creating a design that emanates technological possibility and contemporary luxury, Móz created rolled 
metal surrounds for the columns in the Marriott Marquis in San Francisco showing off their Moonlight 
gradient with a subtle linen grain adding texture, topped with Durafilm for added durability in the 
high-traffic space. The precise application turns the indispensable support columns into soft focal 
points, adding effortlessly to the hotel, designed by Parker-Torres.  
 

http://www.themanchettestudio.com/
https://www.parkertorres.com/


 
 Image of the Marriot Marquis in San Francisco, CA. © Velarde Photography 

 
 
 
 

About Móz Designs 
Metals + Architectural Products 
Móz designs and fabricates architectural metal sheets, columns, walls, and room dividers in Oakland, CA. 

Using a unique balance of color, texture, and grain, Móz redefines metal surfacing materials to create 

architectural metal products for commercial, hospitality, entertainment and retail markets, from 

large-scale exterior installations to easy-to-assemble products and surface applications. Móz’s innovative 

products, solutions, and dedication to customer service help designers achieve their vision on time 

and on budget. Visit mozdesigns.com for more information or follow us on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter 

and LinkedIN . 
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